Carme Puche. Journalist, filmmaker (director and screenwriter). Degree in Publicity and Public Relations (UAB) and in Audiovisual Communication. Her films include Camille, which won the Best Screenplay Award at the Sitges Short Film Festival (2012), and In Search of Truth. An emotional portrait of Lynn Margulis (2012), as well as many others. She has carried out the Dedication project. Women you have not met (2007), also awarded for its contribution to recovering Catalan women in collective historical memory. She is a member of the Dones Visual association, which received the 2019 City of Barcelona Prize for audiovisual communication.

Carme will show a brief portrait of Lynn Margulis, her life and work, two inseparable things. Lynn’s life is the subject of more than just a film. Far from myths, the portrait offered by Carme highlights Lynn’s struggle for ideas in which she believed, which were based on her own research as well as on the interpretation of the results obtained by other researchers. Altogether, these researches and publications led to her proposal of one of the most enlightening biological theories of the 20th century.
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